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Given a nonconvex functionfdefined as the difference of two convex functions 
g and h (f is a so-called d.c. function), we study the regularized (or smoothed) 
version f, = g Cl r/2 I/ I( * - h q r/2 \I .I/’ of f obtained by performing the inhmal 
convolution of both component functions g and h by the same kernel function 
r/2 11. (1 2. Critical points of f, and f are compared and the behavior of critical 
points of fr as r + + co is considered. To a great extent the nice properties of the 
regularization process cp + cp q r/2 // .)I* when applied to convex functions cp are 
preserved for the processf-tf, when performed on d.c. functionsf: 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let (II, ( ., . )) be a real Hilbert space; we denote by (1. (( the norm 
associated with the inner product ( ., . ), and the topological dual space H’ 
is identified with H. Throughout we use the following notations, which are 
of a common use in the context of convex analysis and optimization: 
l T,,(H) is the set of lower-semicontinuous proper convex functions 
from H into (-co, + co] (a function VP: H + (-co, + XI] is said to be 
proper if 40 is not identically equal to + 03 and if q(x) > - co for all x E H). 
l Given cp E T,(H), dom cp (domain of cp) is the set of x at which cp 
is finite. For E 2 0, the E-subdifferential of cp at x0 is defined as the set of 
vectors x* E H satisfying 
VP(X) a 44x0) + <x*, x-x0 > - & for all x E H (1.1) 
The set of such vectors, denoted by 8,q(xo), is a closed convex set in H 
which reduces to the usual (or “exact”) subdifferential ~cp(x,) when E = 0. 
l The conjugate (or polar) function of cp E ro(H) is the function 
cp*: H-+-CD, +co] defined by 
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Then (p* E f,(H) and a fundamental property of the conjugacy operation 
is that (cp*)* = cp. 
A nice way of regularizing q E f,,(H) is to perform the infimal conoolu- 
tion of q with some kernel function 8 E T,(H); the resulting function, 
denoted as cp 0 0 assigns to x E H the value 
As a general rule (cp 0 13)* = (p* + 0*, and under some additional assump- 
tions on cp and 8, (q* +Q*)* =q 0 8 (cf. [l, 121 for instance). Among all 
the possible kernel functions 8 E r,(H), there is one of a particular interest, 
that is e0 = i /I .[I *. It turns out that 8, is the only function on H for which 
e,* = do, and, clearly, Ve,(x) = x for all x E H. Performing the infimal con- 
volution of cp E f,(H) with rtIO, r > 0, gives rise to a particularly interesting 
regularized version cpr = cp 0 rB,, of cp. The regularization process cp + cpr, 
initiated by Moreau [13], is now well understood and widely displayed in 
the field of convex analysis and optimization, even in textbooks [ 1, 2, 61). 
Moreover it contains the theoretical roots for algorithmic procedures like 
the so-called “proximal methods” in convex minimization; see [ 191 for a 
recent survey on the subject. For the convenience of the reader, we have 
collected in Section II the main properties of the regularization process 
cp -+ cpr. 
Suppose now we are faced with a d.c. function (a difference of convex 
functions) f = g - h, with g and h in T,(H). How can we regularize f? Of 
course, one could apply some regularization process from nonconvex 
analysis directly to f (from [ 111 for example), but, in doing so, one would 
pass over the specific structure in the data, namely the presence ofconoexif~ 
twice (both g and h are convex). A straightforward idea is then to 
regularize g and h separately and to see what happens for 
f, = g 0 r/2 I( . II2 -h 0 r/2 1) . (I 2. This way, sketched in several places 
([S, 10, 161, has not been developed in full yet, except for a consistent con- 
tribution in that direction by Gabay [lo] (a paper which deserved to be 
better known) where it plays a preparatory role for designing algorithmic 
procedures for finding a critical point of a d.c. function. We present in 
Section III the main fundamental properties of f, with respect to those 
off, especially those concerning the comparison of critical points of .f and 
.f, and the behavior of critical points offr when r -+ + co. It thus is shown 
that, to a great extent, the nice properties of the regularization process 
q --) cp q r/2 I\ . II * when applied to convex functions cp are preserved for the 
process .f-f, performed on d.c. functions J
One could also make use of other kernel functions like r 11. /I, which 
actually offers some advantages over the regularization process with 
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r/2 1). [I2 (cf. [15]). The regularization of a d.c. function with a general 
kernel function 0~ T,(H) has been studied in a recent work by Plazanet 
[22], but the kernel function r/2 (I.Il 2 brings in peculiar properties which 
deserve to be presented in a distinct and clear-cut manner. 
II. REGULARIZING A CONVEX FUNCTION WITH THE KERNEL r/2 )j.(12. 
Given cp E T,,(H) and r > 0, the infimal convolution of cp with the kernel 
function r/2 ([.I/ 2 is the function cp, denoted as cp 0 r/2 /I . (( 2 and defined on 
H as 








“Convolution” stems from the fact that the operation q has a smoothing 
(or regularizing) effect when it is performed with a differentiable convex 
function, somewhat like the usual (integral) convolution * in analysis. 
“Inlimal” reminds us of the inlimum taken in the definition of qp,(x). 
Geometrically, performing ~0, amounts to adding two convex sets in H x R; 
more precisely the strict epigraph of cpr (i.e., the set of (x, a) for which 
q,(x) < GI) is the sum of the strict epigraphs of cp and r/2 I(. 1) *. This has 
led some authors [S] to call “epigraphic addition” what is traditionally 
called inlimal convolution. The functions cpr, r > 0, are often also called 
Moreau-Yosida approximates of q. 
Due to the nice properties of the kernel function r/2 II a 112, the function 
cp, then enjoys peculiar properties, widely known in the field of convex 
analysis (see [ 13, 6, 2, 1, pp. 21-24 and 66-681 for instance), which we 
recall now. 
Repeating the process of regularization does not add anything new since 
(%h) (CprL = cpr~,, where l/r” = l/r + l/r’. 
This can easily be checked by playing with the conjugacy operation 
bJ*=v*+& ll.l12 and (cp:)* = cpr. 
For a fixed x, the function r + q,(x) is locally Lipschitz [2] and its 
behavior when r -+ O+ and r + + co is checked later. 
(.?$) The infimum in the definition (2.2) of q,(x) is achieved at a 
unique point, denoted x:, and characterized by the equation 
r(x - x:) E dp(x~). (2.3) 
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This relation is nothing other than the optimality condition in the 
minimization problem defining q,(x). By developing it we get that 
XE (I+ (l/r) &JP)(x:) (where r : H -+ H denotes the identity mapping); 
what we have claimed above says that the set-valued mapping 
I + (l/r) 8cp : H + H is surjective and 
is a mapping (called the resoluent mapping of the maximal monotone 
operator 8~). Given x, where am is nonempty, the points whose images 
by the mapping (.)T is x are those of (I+ (l/r) 8cp) (x). In short, 
(x+x*/r): =x for all x* E@(x). 
Condition (2.3) can be expressed as a variational inequality via the 
definition of @(x,) : 
QYEH, q(y)-cp(xF)+r(xT--x,y-x:)30. (2.4) 
But there is another variational inequality, more tricky to derive, which 
also characterizes x: : 
VYEH, cp(Y)-cp(x~)+r(y-x,y-x~)~O. (2.5) 
(PI:) cp, : H -+ R is convex, Frechet-differentiable on H with 
QXE H, VP,(x) = r(x - XI). (2.6) 
The Gsiteaux-differentiability of cpI (which amounts to saying that +,(x) 
contains exactly one element) merely comes from the calculus rule on the 
subdifferential of the infimal convolution of two convex functions [12], 
while proving its Frechet-differentiability requires more efforts [6]. 
(P3) The mappings x+x? and x-+x- XT share the same 
monotonicity and Lipschitz properties, namely : for all x, y in H, 
(x~-Y~,x-Y)~llx~-Y~l12, 
which implies [[x-y [I > I( xr - ~$11; (2.7) 
((x-x~)-(Y-Y~),x-YY)~Il(x--~~)-~Y-Y~)/12, 
whichimplies (Ix-y(l >, 11(x-xF)-(y-yy)ll. (2.8) 
As a consequence, the gradient mapping Vq, is Lipschitz on H with r as 
a Lipschitz constant; we say in short that cpr is a C’,’ convex function. It 
is then interesting to keep in mind the following bounds for the difference 
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between q,(y) and the first-order development q,(x) + (Vcp,(x), y-x) of 
cp, at x : for all x, y in H, 
O~cpl(y)-cp,(x)-r(x-x~,y-x)~r II~-YII~. (2.9) 
(g?) When r -+ + co, q,(x) + q(x) for all x E H and x: +x for all 
xedom cp. 
(Whence /IVcp,(x)lj = o(r) for a given XE dom cp). If H is linite-dimen- 
sional, the convergence of cpr toward q is uniform on each compact 
0 
Concerning the behavior of Vcp,(x) when r + + co, one can be more 
precise [ 161: if x is a point where +(x) is nonempty, Vcp,(x) converges 
toward the element of L!@(X) with smallest norm. 
As a general rule, &x,“) d q,(x) d p(x) for all x E H, but both qpI and q 
have the same lower bounds and coincide only at their minimum points: 
inf (D(X)= inf co,(x). (2.10) 
XEH” ’ XEH”~ ’ 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) x minimizes cp on H; 
(ii) x minimizes cpr on H; 
(iii) x=x:; (2.1 
(iv) VP(X) = (I; 
(v) q(x) = q,(x) (x is a coincidence point of cp and rp,.). 
(P5) When r + O+, q,(x) -+ inf,., p(u). If the intimum of cp on H 
1) 
is 
achieved, then Vcp,(x) + 0 and the limit of xp (whenever it exists) mini- 
mizes q on H. 
The comparison between regularized versions of q and cp* is easily done 
thanks to Moreau’s relation [ 141 which states that II/ q $ I( .)I2 + 
$* 0 f (I . I( 2 = $ /I . II2 for all $ E f,(H). Applying this to # = rcp( ./r), we get 
immediately that 
r 
44x) + (cP*)~,, (f-x) = - II x II * 2 for all x E H (2.12) 
(see [3] for another proof). 
For x E H, let (p* - (x, . ) denote the function (on H) which assigns 
cp*(x*)- (x, x*) to x* E H. One easily checks that (cp* - (x, .))i,, (0)= 
(cp*),,,. (rx)-r/2 j/x1j2. We then have 
6%) cp,(x)= -(40*- <x9 ~>)1j,(0)=r/2 Il~ll~-(cp*),~, (rx), and the 
solution to the minimization problem defining (cp* - (x, . )r,, (0) or 
(cp*),,, (rx) is precisely Vcp,(x) = r(x - XT): 
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Note the particular role played by x = 0 since 
cpr(0)+(cp*),,r(0)=0 for all r > 0. (2.13) 
III. REGULARIZING A d.c. FUNCTION WITH THE KERNEL r/2 I/.\(’ 
Let f be a d.c. function on H, i.e., f = g - h with both g and h in T,(H). 
Since our interest is in minimizing f, we set f(x) = + cc whenever 
x 4 dom gu dom h. In most applications however, h is (finite and) 
continuous on H so that no ambiguity arises in the definition of .f: For 
Y > 0 we set 
fr=g,-h,=g 0 ; /l.(12-h [3 ; //.l12. 
This notation should not mislead the reader, but f, is not f U r/2 /I. /( '. 
Note also that f, is not the regularized version of f according to a 
procedure proposed by Lasry and Lions [ll] and further developed by 
Attouch and Aze [4]. 
The new functionf, is defined as the difference of the regularized versions 
of g and h ; it therefore depends on the decomposition off as g - h. 
111.1. We begin by casting the properties of fY directly derived from 
those of g, and h, (cf. Section II). 
(Q , ) ,f, : H + Iw is a d.c. function, Frechet-differentiable on H with 
VXE H, Vf,(x)= -r(xF-x,“). (3.1) 
Moreover the inequality (2.9) induces that for all x, J’ in H, 
Ifr(y)-fr(x)- (Vfr(x),y--x)l 6r II ~--d~. (3.2) 
Clearly f; is a C’,’ d.c. function on H (Vfr is a Lipschitz mapping on H 
with 2r as a Lipschitz constant). But one can say more:f, is “not too far 
from a convex function.” Indeed, we derive from (3.2) 
I(Vf~(y)-Vf,(x),y-x)1 <2r I/x--~(12forallx,I:in H, 
whence Vf, + 2rI is a monotone mapping on H and 
(Q2) fr + r /I .I) 2 is a convex function on H. 
(Q3) When r+ + co, f,(x)-f(x) for all xEdomgudom h and 
\iVfr(x)l] = o(r) for all x E dom g n dom h. If moreover H is linite- 
dimensional, the convergence of fr toward f’ is uniform on each compact 
7 
n dam h. If both ag(x) and ah(x) are nonempty, Vf,(x) 
converges toward an element of dg(x) - ah(x). 
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(Q4) Bounds for f,(x). We have for all x E H 
gw - h(x) Gr(x) d g(x) - w!f 1. (3.3) 
(Qs) If one of the functions g or h is bounded from below f,(x) 4 
id E H g(u) - inf,.,h(u) when r + Of. If moreover the infima of both g 
and h on H are achieved, then lim,,,+ Vf,(x) = 0. 
It has been observed for a long time [24,25] that it is very useful 
to associate f * = h* -g* with f =g-h, especially as inf,.,f(x) = 
inf,, E H f o (x* ). Now, since (h,)*=h*+1/2r (I.[[’ and (g,)*=g*+ 
1/2r 11. I(2, one immediately gets that 
u2" =fO and inf f(x) = ,I:: f,(x). 
XPH 
(3.4) 
Now, in view of (.G&)), we have that 
fr(x)=g,(x)-k(x)=@*- (x, .))l,r (O)-(g*- (x3 .))w (0) 
= @*I,,, (rx) - k*),,, (rx). (3.5) 
So, the regularization process ( .),,r performed on f O = h* -g* boils down 
(on condition of a change of scaling) to fr. The situation with respect o the 
O-involution and the ( .)s regularization process is summarized in the 
diagram below. 
f=g-h 0, f”=h*-g* 
I I 
( .I, I (.)I/, 
t-1, 




with l/r” = l/r + l/r’ 
111.2. Comparison of Critical Points off and fr. Since f, is a differen- 
tiable function, defining the notation of critical point of fr does not raise 
any particular question: x is a critical point of fr if and only if Vf,(x) = 0, 
which amounts to x:=x:. So, critical points offr are those x at which the 
resolvent mappings of 8g and ah coincide. The question is different for 
f = g - h. What definition should be considered as critical points off? For 
various reasons--especially the nice correspondance between critical points 
f = g - h and those off o = h* -g*, we adopt the definition of critical point 
off in Toland’s sense [24, 251: x E H is called a T-critical point off = g - h 
if ag(x) n ah(x) # @ (or, equivalently, 0 E i3g(x) - ah(x)). When x is a local 
minimum of J; then dh(x) c 8g(x) and x is a T-critical point off provided 
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that ah(x) # 0. We recall for the sake of completeness that a necessary 
and sufftcient condition for x being a global minimum of f on H 
is: C?&(x) t i3,g(x) for all E > 0 [lS]. 
In view of property (Pe) and relation (3.5), we clearly have 
x critical point 
> ( 
0 critical point 
off, = g, - hr * of(h*-(x,.)),,,-(g*-(x,.)),,, 
rx critical point 
- > of(h*),,r-(g*),h 
When x is a critical point offr, we just write x, for x,R = x:. 
The first point is to compare critical points off, with T-critical points 
OfJ: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x be a critical point off, = g, - h,. Then : 
(i) x, is a T-critical point off = g - h and the critical values are equal, 
i.e., f,(x) =f(x,). 
(ii) xp =r(x-x,) is a T-critical point of f 0 = h* -g* and 
f(-4=f0(-$~). 
Proof: (i) Since x, is the common vector xe = xp, we have 
r(x-xX,)~Wxr) and r(x - x,1 E Wx, ), (3.6) 
whence dg(x,) n ah(x,) # 0 and x, is a T-critical point of f =g - h. 
Moreover, (3.6) induces that 
x,E&*Cr(x-x,)1 and x, E ah* [r(x - x,)], 
which means that r(x - x,) is a T-critical point off D = h* -g*. Now, since 
&tx)=g(xr)+; lIx--x,I12 and h,(x) = 4x, I+ ; II x - x, II *, 
one gets that f,(x) = g,(x) - h,(x) =g(x,) - h(x,) =f (x,). 
(ii) If x, is a T-critical point of f =g- h, any element x* in 
dg(x,) n ah(x,) is a T-critical point of f0 = h* -g* and f O (x*) = 
,f(x,) [7, 251. So we just apply this to x* = XT. 1 
Remark 3.2. To have a critical point x off, equal to x, is an excep- 
tional situation. That would mean that x minimizes g and h on H and 
l x is a T-critical point off = g - h, 
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l 0 is a T-critical point off” = h* -g*, 
l f,(x) =f(x) =f”(O) = j$g(x) - f$ h(x). 
An example illustrating such a situation is shown later. 
If the minimum offi on H is achieved at some x, x is indeed a critical 
point offr. A natural question which arises now is: Does the corresponding 
T-critical point x, of f=g - h minimize f on H? The answer is yes and 
detailed in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x minimize fr =g, - h, on H. Then x, minimizes 
f=g-h on H, xp =r(x-x,)minimizesfO=h*-g* on Hand 
f,(x) = i;ffr =f(x,) = i;ff =f “(xp) = i;ff O. (3.7) 
Note incidentally that in the situation described in the proposition, ah(x,) 
is necessarily nonempty (because x, is a T-critical point off= g - h) and 
ah(x,) c ag(x,). Also note that rx minimizes (h*),,, - (g*)l,r on H, and 
(h*),,, (TX) - (g*)i,, (TX) equals the common value (3.7). 
ProoJ: It suffices to combine the results of Theorem 3.1 with the 
following string of equalities (cf. (3.4)) 
i;ffr = i;ff= i;ff” 1 
According to Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, if f,. has critical points 
(resp. minimum points), thenf= g - h has T-critical points (resp. minimum 
points). This is viewed through the transformation ( .)r : x -+x,; 
The converse correspondence is explored now: given a T-critical point off, 
is it the image by (.), of some critical point off,? 
THEOREM 3.4. Let x be a T-critical point off =g- h. Then, for all 
x* E ag(x) n ah(x), x + (x*/r) is a critical point of fi =g,- h, and the 
critical values are equal, i.e., f(x) =f, (x + x*/r). 
If, moreover, x is a minimizer off = g - h on H, then x + x*/r is a mini- 
mizer of fr = g, - h, on H and 
f(x)=inff=f, x+F =inff,. 
H ( > H 
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Note, in addition, some consequences we already observed : x* is a 
T-critical point of f” = h* -g*, f(x) =f O (x* ), and x* + rx is a critical 
point of (h*),,,- (g*b 
In view of the theorem above, any T-critical point of f‘ is achieved 
through the transformation (. ), : in short, if x is a T-critical point of ,f and 
x* E dg(x) n ah(x), we have (x+x*/r), = x. 
Proqfi Since x* E 8g(x) n I%(X), 
whence 
The rest follows as in the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3. 1 
As we recalled in Section II, for cp E f,,(H) all the x’ giving rise to the 
same XT are those of (I+ (l/r) &)(x:). So, any critical point off,. = g, - h, 
is of the form x+x*/r, with x a T-critical point of S=g - h and 
x* E ag(x) n ah(x). As a result: when r -+ + co, the critical points (resp. the 
minimizers) of fr = g, - h, converge to T-critical points (resp. minimizers) of 
f =g- h and all T-critical points (resp. minimizers which are T-critical 
points) off = g - h are attained in such a way. 
A particular case with respect to minimization is the following (as 
already observed by Gabay [lo]): assume x is the unique minimizer 
T-critical point off = g - h and x* is the only minimizer off o = h* -g*, 
then x + x*/r is the only minimizer of fr = g, - h,. 
All the properties described in Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3, and 
Theorem 3.4 are illustrated in the following simple examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let g : x +g(x) = ix*, h : x -+ h(x) = 1x1 and f(x) = 
g(x) - h(x). The T-critical points off are - 1, 0, and + 1, with 
f(-l)=f(+l)=inff: 
w 
The regularized versions of g and h-hence of f-are described as 
VXE R, x;=‘x 
r+l 
and g,(x) =; -$ x2; 
and h,(x) = 
r/2x2 if / x ( < l/r, 
Ix/ - 1/2rif (x/3 l/r 
x+ l/rifxG -l/r 
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1 
r2 
------x2if 1x1 <l/r, 
f,(x)= 1 2jr+1) 
--x2- JxJ+ 1/2rif 1x12 l/r. 
2r+l 
Thus, the critical points off, are - 1 - l/r, 0 and 1 + l/r, with 
In this example, x = 0 is the only critical point where x=x, (cf. Remark 
following Theorem 3.1). 
The “dual” function f O = h* -g* and its regularized versions are easy to 
calculate here. We have 
VXER, h*(x) = 0 if Jxl<l, +co ifnot;g*=g; 
(h*),(x)=0 if (xl<l, i(l~l-l)~ifnot; 
i 
1 s ---x2 
(f”),(X)=(h*),(X)-(g*),(x)= 1 l:+l 
if [xl<1 
--x2-s (xl +f 
2s+l 
if jxl>l. 
The critical points of (f”)s are - 1 - l/s, 0, 1 + l/s, while the T-critical 
points off0 are -1, 0, and +l. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Letg:x+g(x)=Oiflxl<l, +coifnot,h:x+h(x)= 
- (1 - x2)l12 if 1 x I < 1, + cc if not. The resulting f = g - h takes the value 
+ CO outside of [ - 1, + 11, and although - 1 and + 1 minimize f on [w, 
they are not T-critical points ofj: 
Although h, and the x!! cannot be calculated explicitly, we know without 
going further that x = 0 is the only critical point off, = g, - h, (0 is again 
a case where x = x,) and that the inlimum off, (equal to 0) is not achieued. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let C be a nonempty closed convex set of H and 
h : H -+ IR a convex function. We consider the problem of maximizing h(x) 
over C. Since 
sup h(x) = - inf {tic(x) - h(x)}, 
XSC XCZH 
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where +&E~~(H)) denotes the indicator function of C, the XE C 
maximizing h(x) over C are those minimizing Il/&x) - h(x) over H. The 
T-critical points in the original problem are those x E C for which 
ah(x) n N(C; x) is nonempty, where N(C; x) stands for the normal cone to 
C at x. According to our methodology, a way of approximating these 
T-critical points is to consider critical points of the regularized version f, 
of .f= ILc-h. Here f,= (r/2) d$-h,, where dc denotes the distance 
function to the set C, and x is a critical point of fr if and only if xt is the 
projection of x on C. 
IV. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSION 
It is tempting to extend the above displayed results on critical points to 
“approximate critical points” defined via e-subdifferentials, E > 0, instead of 
(exact) subdifferentials. The indeed can be done as far as the comparison 
of approximate T-critical points off= g - h and f ” = h* - g* is concerned; 
things are less pleasant when the objective is to associate approximate critical 
points off, = g, - h, with approximate T-critical points off= g - h [17]. 
Let us mention some results in that respect. Given E > 0, x is said to be an 
s-T-critical point off= g - h if 13, g(x) n 8$(x) is nonempty. We then have: 
(i) If x is an s-T-critical point off=g - h and x* E 8, g(x) n a,h(x), 
then x* is an s-T-critical point off0 = h* -g* and 1 f(x) -fO(x*)l GE. 
(ii) Estimate of the distance between E-T-critical values: if x, 
and x2 are T-critical points of ,f=g- h, and XT E a,g(x,) n d,h(x,), 
XT E 8, g(xz) n d&(x,), then ( f(x,) -f(xz)l Q (XT -XT, x2 -x, > + 2s. 
(iii) If x, minimizes f= g - h on H within c1 and x$,, E a&(x,), then 
xz*, Eminimizes f O = h* -g* within a + E. 
As we said earlier, results associating &-critical points off, = g, - h, (i.e., 
those for which 8, g,(x) n a&,(x) # 0) with e-T-critical points off= g - h 
are not as complete and pleasant as those for the “limiting case” e = 0. 
Algorithmic procedure using regularized version f, of f for finding 
T-critical points off are not fully explored up to now, even if substantial 
progress has been made in some particular situations [20,21,23]. We 
think that analogues of “proximal methods” in convex optimization could 
be designed for d.c. optimization, by performing for example one step of a 
proximal method on g followed by another step of a proximal method on 
h, so that the presence of convexity twice in f = g - h is taken into account. 
However, sequences generated by such potential methods are expected to 
converge to T-critical points off only and not toward (global) minimizers 
of I: Algorithms for finding global minimizers of d.c. functions should 
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incorporate in their construction informations from necessary and sufficient 
conditions for global optimality [lS]. 
Addenda (October 1989). B. Lemaire (University of Montpellier) has just 
informed us of a recent work he has done on proximal methods for d.c. 
minimization precisely (Ref. [20]). 
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